
Dalmatian Riviera – August 2017 
 
Our second sailing adventure of 2017 began in Dubrovnik, at a very plush ACI Marina, complete with pool!  We 
arrived late morning after an early departure from Gatwick to find we couldn't get onto our boat until later in the 

afternoon.  We had planned to go and explore the city, but it was too hot to 
contemplate anything more than a cold beer, a salad lunch and an afternoon 
round the pool!  We met our boat, a Dufour 382, called Aristarchos (which I mis-
named Ari something or other on many VHF calls!) and quickly made it home for 
the four of us.  Three spacious cabins, lots of storage, well equipped kitchen and, 
most importantly, a huge double drawer fridge!  The beer and the wine safely 
stowed, I even found space to stash the 12 blankets and 8 bulky lifejackets 
supplied as standard! 
 
Technical briefing complete, we enjoyed dinner in the marina restaurant and an 
early night. 
 
Sunday - Daily Briefing at 9.00h, as before, we met our lead crew Simon and 
Wendy, and the eight other boat crews who were going to be our sailing/dinner 
companions for the next week.  Again, some kindred spirits, this time though 
some youngsters too.  It was a large group for a flotilla with, it turned out, mixed 
abilities!   

 
So, departing for Cavtat 14nm, at about 11.00h, we motored out of the river mouth under a huge suspension bridge 
which was being used for bungee jumping.  We were slightly concerned when we saw how low the elastic took the 
mad fools jumping off the bridge, but we managed to miss them (or they missed us).  We motored (Mediterranean – 
no wind in the morning!) round to the old city of Dubrovnik, spotting location shots from Game of Thrones along the 
old town walls.  We took a detour into the gulf between the city and the island of Lokrum, avoiding the many tourist 
cruisers and canoeists carefully, to have a look at the old water gate to the city. 
 
We managed to get the sails out during the afternoon and got to know how the boat performed under sail.  She 
sailed beautifully, but with a self tacking gib she gave us a very different experience to Sir Jasper.  Nigel called “ready 
about” and the crew got their books out – there was nothing to do!  Well, apart from then trimming the sails to get 
the best speed on the new tack!  Rosie and Catherine began the serious work of improving the sun-tan, and Rosie 
started the first of the seven books she read over the holiday!  The plan was to anchor the night in a small bay 
behind Cavtat, and we had been warned that the holding was a bit tricky with a lot of weed.  However, we were 
satisfied with our holding by the second attempt so quickly jumped in for a swim!  Beautiful. 
 
The obligatory Punch party, this time on a hotel terrace, was followed by a group meal overlooking the bay.  
Accessed by, oh no, our dinghy - with outboard!  Against all our principles, we were directed to sail with the dingy on 
the coach roof for the entire voyage.  This was a first for us, and took some getting used to.  In fact we only used it a 
couple of times, but it would have been quite tricky to inflate/deflate without the benefit of a pontoon to work on. 
 
Monday - Warned of an early start with a long run of 26nm down to Montenegro the following morning, we were up 
at 06.00h to be in the first group going through Croatian customs in Cavtat.  But, that's when all hell broke loose!  
Our boat turned 3600 on the mooring, and then the demon wind came down off the mountains!  35-40 knots of a 
howling wind from nowhere!  Rosie and Catherine immediately started to get the outboard off the dingy (and 
dumped in the cockpit – lesson learned, however good the evening, always get the tender out before you go to 
bed!!!) while I ran to the bow because I could see a French boat bearing down on us right angles with no one visible 
on board!  He had been moored way over the other side of the bay and was traveling fast.  I got about five metres of 
chain up, but then had to fend off!   Shouting at the Frenchie to start his engine and get his chain up, he was 
dragging our anchor chain and us towards another of our boats and close to the rocks.  Our engine was just about 
holding its own, but because he was all over the place, and he had caught our chain, it ended up wrapped round our 
keel and wouldn't shift!  He actually lifted our anchor over his when he finally realised what was happening, then 
freed it, and set off without a backward glance.  Leaving us absolutely stuck!  The whole bay was in bedlam – other 
anchors dragged but no one else got hooked up.  Our lead crew were standing by, but there was nothing we could 
do in the storm to free our anchor chain, so they advised motoring round the corner into the harbour and shelter 
where we could hopefully sort ourselves out.  So, dragging forty metres of chain behind us, we cautiously set off.  As 

Water for Plymothians?? 



we rounded the corner, the anchor bumped on a rock beneath us and finally came off the keel as we got into deep. 
Calm water!  Safely stowed, finally, we then had to moor up and Nigel had to report to the police and customs.  
Instead of being first, we were almost last! 
 
After the traumas of the morning we had a soothing motor sail down to  Montenegro – our destination being a huge 
gulf – or inland sea - rather reminding us of a very, very large Carrick Roads.  But first and foremost, customs again!  
Croatian police actually monitor boats leaving Croatian waters, and apparently board any boat stopping en route for 
a lunchtime swim!  You have to fly a quarantine flag too until you are checked into Montenegro.  Only the skipper of 
each boat is allowed to land and the whole process takes about an hour!  Anyway, that done, we sailed for an hour 
before crossing the gulf to the very pretty village of Forte Roses.  Picking up a hotel mooring as arranged, we felt very 
safe that night although there was quite a bit of swell early evening!  Nigel went diving to check no damage had been 
done to the keel, and luckily, all was well! 
 
Tuesday - Next morning a more leisurely start, with a swim 
for the girls while we were at briefing (they also prepared a 
lovely tuna pasta salad for lunch).  Lovely wind today, force 
3-4, we sailed virtually all the way to our next stop, just 
10nm today.  Not that we are competitive, but we did 
overtake one of our other boats a couple of times (they very 
rudely pinched our wind at one point and got ahead of us, 
but we got our own back!).  Their boat was bigger than ours 
but we could see their problem – they had the topping lift 
too tight so had a poor shape for the main! 
 

The gulf is quite beautiful, and Montenegro is only just 
opening up to tourism of the sailing variety.  In fact, we 
were the only flotilla company in the area, and this was 
their first season.  Only one excitement today – the gulf 
is arranged as three adjacent triangles – no problem with 
going through the first channel, apart from seeing 
several bush fires on one side of the channel.  The 
second channel is quite narrow and we had been warned 
to be careful of the pincer movement of the car ferries.  
Catherine was at the helm (much to my concern!) and 
Nigel insisted we sail through on just the main (everyone 
else was under engine!) – but I needn't have worried, 
team Pitt managed beautifully!  Our destination was the 

walled medieval city of Kotor, berthing on a small marina facing the city and its amazing walls.  The only shower was 
through the single roomed office – not an attractive prospect for the ladies, but Nigel braved it!  Taxi ride to the city, 
some exploring, a cold beer, and then a lovely meal.  We were pleasantly surprised throughout the trip by the quality 
of the choices on the menus, our previous visits to the coast north of Split and out to the islands had only offered 
basic “meat or fish” choices! 
 
Wednesday morning we got up early (well, all but Rosie did) and walked some of the amazing city walls – they 
literally went up the mountain behind the city, round and down again.  Steep and precarious, so we targeted a small 
chapel half way up rather than the full circuit!  I wouldn't like to be up there once the sun was up as it was hard 
enough in the early morning – and we were still getting the heatwave that southern Europe ‘enjoyed’ at the end of 
July. 
 
Another shorter sail of 14nm today, back to a modern tourist resort near the entrance to the gulf.  Moored up on the 
town quay, it all looked promising!  We ventured for a swim on the busy town beach, followed by a cold shower in 
water fresh off the mountain behind – icy cold, not pleasant!  Dinner was lovely, in the restaurant on the quay – an 
amazing fish soup to start of which I had several helpings!  But, then the disco started, and went on until about 
01.00h.  We’re too old to appreciate loud music when we are trying to get to sleep! 
 



Thursday - Early start again the next day, back to Customs in the commercial docks to check out of Montenegro.  
One of the flot boats came in too fast, missed the very large rubber fender and wedged his bow between its steel 
mounting and the concrete dock– ouch! 
 
Most of the flotilla were on a one week holiday, so Simon wanted to get everyone back to Dubrovnik safely on 
Thursday for two reasons – Croatian customs to get back into the country are notoriously slow and he didn't want to 
take us back to anchor off Cavtat again!  Because the flot was so large he couldn't book us into the town quay or 
visitor mooring in Cavtat harbour, so he had to choose the safe option of returning to Dubrovnik.  Again, a bit of 
motor sailing first but then as we turned out of the gulf we were head to wind with over 40nm to go.  Auto pilot took 
over and we had a strange but surprisingly good lunch of ham, cheese and tomato Brioche!  So far this trip we hadn't 
had time to stop for a lunchtime swim – Catherine was determined to fit this in over our second week! 
 

We had always planned to spend our change over day exploring the city, so 
we started that evening with a quick walk round the main streets and then 
found a lovely (Chinese run) taverna overlooking the bay used extensively in G 
of T (sorry if you're not a follower!). Buses and taxis between the Marina and 
the city were very easy to negotiate, and Dubrovnik is a truly beautiful city, full 
of tourists in high season, but so worth a visit nonetheless.  We went up on 
the city walls the next day, and walked the coastal two-thirds before coming 
down, very hot and hungry, at the water gate.  A superb lunch on an air 
conditioned terrace was followed by some shopping.  Back for a swim, then 
into the city again for the farewell flotilla dinner and awards for the children.  
A disappointing meal, but good company. 
 
Saturday – determined not to spend another night in the Marina, we planned 
our free day with Simon and set off, restocked with water, wine and beer, 
after saying farewell to our companions of the previous week.  We were 
heading north up the gulf to a supposedly safe harbour on the island of Sipan 
one of the Elaphiti Islands, some 17 km north west of Dubrovnik, and a 
restaurant buoy overnight (reluctant to anchor – wonder why?).  All was going 
well, lovely sailing wind and a long reach up the gulf.  Dolphins were spotted, 

to great excitement, and at least two were swimming alongside for a while.  A beautiful sight! 
 
Adventure number two was about to start!  We could see a heavy front ahead, but with blue sky overhead, we 
thought it would probably continue to move towards the mainland and over the mountains.  However, slightly 

worrying, was the funnel of something or other dropping out beneath the cloud 
over our destination island!  This definitely wasn't covered on the Weather for 
Sailors session at The Mountbatten Centre last year!  I had my suspicions, but tried 
to keep everything calm.  However, as we got closer in to the lee of the island it 
became obvious that we were in the track of the storm, and that said funnels were 
actually tornados!  Sails down, all zipped up, everything on deck battened down.  
Catherine was filming as the tornados formed – you could see the spiral quite 
clearly!  They came down to sea level behind the island and thickened up, but when 
they hit the cliff they dissipated upwards like black candy floss!  We turned and ran 
at 90o back to the mainland!  It then looked as if the front had passed over the 
island, the sky definitely looked lighter and we made a second try for our 

destination.  However, under motor, as we got closer and turned into the approach to the anchorage, we were hit by 
35kn winds and vicious rain; with thunder following us and soaking wet, we dashed across to the mainland again 
seeking a safe berth at the ACI Marina which was to be our destination for Sunday night.  However, they were full 
and had no berths, so, disappointed; we took the safe option and returned back to where we started!  The right and 
only safe choice as there were huge winds even in the Marina that night! 
 
Sunday – with new sailing companions and a lot more children (oh no!) we began week two.  No more adventures, 
please!  Our first stop was ACI Slano, 14nm up the coast on the mainland, and a very pleasant sail in now familiar 
waters.  Plenty of room for us this time as we were all booked in, we were actually first to arrive.  Nigel “parked” 
beautifully even in a strong cross wind, but this was not to be the case with the next arrival – a lovely German family 
with a lot of experience on lakes, but not of parking stern to on lazy lines!  They arrived, it's beginning to sound 

Happy crew! 



familiar, at right angles to our bow and it took all four of us, Wendy, and the two Marina staff to bring them back 
round to their slot!  I offered them a berthing beer after their trauma, but the wife got out a bottle of champagne – 
no comparison really! 
 
Nigel and Catherine had rented a stand up paddle board for our second week 
and disappeared off across the bay, one on the board and the other 
swimming behind.  They got quite proficient by the end of the week and 
thoroughly enjoyed their excursions. 
 
Monday – 22nm today and a lovely sail across the gulf, through a gap 
between two islands and out to the island of Mljet.  En route, we had a little 
detour into the inlet of Sipan, fingers crossed this time for no freak winds!  
After a few gibes to get back out of the inlet again, we gave up and motored 
through the gap because we had been warned about funnelling winds where 
the gap narrowed.  We could see some folk had too much sail up, and were 
then happy to start sailing again once through.  We had been recommended the evening at Okuklje by folk the 
previous week and were not disappointed.  A beautiful inlet, with a safe berth on an old wooden jetty.   Swimming 

round the boats and a bit more 
paddle boarding worked up an 
appetite for dinner, which was very 
sophisticated and absolutely 
delicious.  Local anchovy was my 
choice of starter, but Nigel opted for 
an octopus salad.  Followed by black 
tagliatelle in an amazing Seafood 
broth left us planning a return visit! 
 

Tuesday morning we all set sail on the 22nm long journey north to Korčula, a popular holiday destination for 
Croatians.  The wind was forecast southerly, but turned out to be a northerly!  But we made good time on a long 
reach.  Rosie and Nigel usually alternate on the helm, this time it was 5nm each!  Because the group was so large, we 
didn't fit into the ACI by the main town, and berthed across the bay at a private Marina.  The town was only fifteen 
minutes by taxi and was a delight, the waterfront was lined by lovely restaurants and we watched the sunset over 
our meal, returning to the boat when it was very dark.  Little sleep, however, thanks to a local “wedding singer” style 
concert, or was it karaoke, that went on until the early hours!! 
 
Wednesday – We began the journey south back to the mainland and a hamlet at the head of a tiny inlet called Kobas 
on the Peljasac peninsula.  Not much wind this morning, so more motor sailing.  We kept trying the sails and then 
giving up, but as we came back through the islands there was a decent wind and we did manage to sail, with Rosie at 
the helm again, up a beautiful wooded inlet.  Again, most of the other boats on the flot were only there for a week, 
and most of them opted to spend a night in the National Park at the top end of Mljet.  We actually sailed into the 
park at lunch time on the Tuesday to have a look and it was undeniably lovely!  Sound of the cicadas and smell of the 
Mediterranean vegetation was stunning, but there we had been warned that it became very crowded with small 
cruisers and other flotillas (of “singles” in crewed yachts) so we had already decided to stick with Simon and Wendy's 
recommendation of Kobas – more our style!  There were, in fact, only the three boats that night and we had a super 
evening in the small taverna where our host served up fish he had caught himself that day!  Avoiding the octopus 
salad this time – as when someone had spotted an octopus swimming in the lagoon earlier, mine host had dashed 
out with a spear and caught it! 
 
We had been looking forward to Thursday, a free sail day, and we phoned ahead to the restaurant on Sipan to book 
a buoy and a meal (in that order).  So, with not far to go, we were determined to stop for lunch today.  We cruised 
around for a while looking for a spot, but had really left it too late in the day to beat the crowd!  After two 
unsuccessful attempts at anchoring, in two different bays, we had fished up a great deal of stringy weed but no hold!  
So, a late lunch instead once we had picked up our buoy in Sipan (lassoed on the second attempt, after dropping the 
boathook on first attempt which Rosie swam for later).  A lazy afternoon as enjoyed by all.  Talking to the owner of 
the restaurant later, he told of the night of the storm the previous week.  Several boats dragged anchors, it was 
absolute chaos in the harbour and some damage was done – so reinforced that our decision had been the right one 
last week! 



 
And so, after a lazy start, back to Dubrovnik, with absolutely no wind on 
our last day unfortunately.  No Dolphins this time, but we did moor in a 
lovely bay for lunch on the island of Lopud, swimming and paddle 
boarding!  Catherine was delighted and photos recorded the event!  
Unfortunately, Nigel picked up either a bug or a little too much sun and 
wasn't very well when we got back.  We managed to refuel and berth 
and then he slept the evening away!  We had planned to go back into 
the city for his pre-birthday dinner, but in the end, it was just us girls 
enjoyed pasta on the boat (and finishing the wine supply!) 
 
All in all, lovely sailing (thank you Aristarchos!) and quality time with 
our girls!  10 different harbours, 2 more countries, another 4 islands 
plus and 238 nm to add to our record in the Ionian – how are we doing?   

 
Hope you have all had a great season sailing, and hope to meet up soon 
 
Pippa and Nigel  
 
 
  


